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Abstract
To simplify the task of constructing wrapper/monitor for the information sources in data warehouse systems, we provide a
modularized design method to re-use the code. By substituting some parts of wrapper modules, we can re-use the wrapper on a
dierent information source. For each information source, we also develop a toolkit to generate a corresponding monitor. By the
method, we can reduce much eort to code the monitor component. We also develop a method to map the object-relational schema
into relational one. The mapping method helps us make an uniform interface between wrapper and an integrator. Ó 2000 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A data warehouse system (Hammer et al., 1995) is a
repository of integrated information, which can be
provided for query or analysis. Data warehouse systems
can collect and maintain information from multiple
distributed, autonomous, or heterogeneous information
sources. When initializing of information sources or
modi®cations occur in information sources, related data
retrieved from the information source can be processed
and transformed into internal types available for data
warehouse systems. The related data may be integrated
with other information already existing in a data warehouse system. Queries and analyses will respond eciently by a data warehouse system, for part of results
responded to user has been calculated and restored in a
data warehouse system.
The main functions of data warehouse systems are
retrieving, ®ltering, integrating related information required by complex queries. In contradiction to an ondemand approach (extract data only when processing
queries) of traditional databases, data warehouse systems provide an in-advanced approach (interested data
are retrieved from information sources in advance). It is
not necessary to re-calculate the whole query result,
because some parts of the result has been calculated and
restored in repository (data warehouse), and these parts
*
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can be used directly by data warehouse system. Therefore, required time can be reduced by submitting complex queries to data warehouse system.
Because processed information has been stored in
data warehouse, there exists inconsistency between data
warehouse and underlying information sources. According to the warehouse information project at Stanford (WHIPS) architecture (Hammer et al., 1995), we
can use monitor/wrapper components to detect modi®cation in information sources and to maintain the
consistency between information sources and data
warehouse system.
The WHIPS system uses the relational model to
represent the warehouse data: materialized views are
de®ned in the relation model and the warehouse stores
relations (Wiener et al., 1996). All the information
sources convert the underlying data to the relational
model. The integrator component integrates the information retrieved from information sources. The integrator sends queries to the information source; these
queries are handled by wrappers which translate the
queries to internal representation.
The integrator component also maintains the consistency between the information sources and the data
warehouse system. Any update information will be sent
to the integrator by the monitor component of the information source.
When modi®cations, such as insertion, deletion and
updates, occurred in underlying information sources,
monitor must detect the situation and notify the integrator. The integrator then asks the view managers
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related to the modi®cation to respond to this modi®cation. The view manager sends the requests to query
processor which propagates the query request to a
wrapper. At last, the wrapper retrieves query results
from the information source and returns the results to
the query processor (Wiener et al., 1996).
According to the degree of support by information
sources, we can classify these information sources into
four types (Widom, 1995):
Cooperative sources. Information sources provide
noti®cation capabilities, e.g. triggers. Modi®cation can
be concretely noti®ed by cooperative information
sources. When coding a monitor, programmers can use
this noti®cation facility to simplify their job.
Logged sources. Log ®les maintained by an information source are available for monitor. This will be extravagant if log ®les are very huge. There is a more
serious problem when using logged sources, because it
often needs administrator privileges to access the log
®les.
Queriable sources. Information source allows monitor
to query the data in the information source. We can use
periodic polling to detect the change in information
source. If the polling frequency is too high, the performance will degrade; if the polling frequency is too low,
data warehouse system responds the modi®cation
ineciently.
Snapshot sources. If information source does not
provide the above methods, we compare the snapshot
with an earlier one. This method requires most cost;
it is a problem to reduce the cost when implementing
the snapshot comparison (Labio and Garcia-Molina,
1996).
Monitor/wrapper is germane to underlying information sources, so we code dierent monitors/wrappers for
dierent information sources. It is a wasteful cost to rewrite the monitor/wrapper for each information source.
We can divide the wrapper into several modules. When
new protocols are applied or new information sources
occupied, we can substitute some modules and reuse
other modules to construct wrapper/monitor rapidly. By
this method, we can decrease onerous coding.
The job of a wrapper is to accept query request sent
by query processor and obtain results from the information source. After obtaining the results, wrapper
transforms the results into the internal form of the data
warehouse system. All wrappers oer query processors
the uniform interface to hide the complexity at information sources.
For example, data warehouse system uses relational
algebra and information sources use SQL. Wrapper
translates the query which is requested by the query
processor from relational algebra into SQL, sends it to
the information source, and returns the results to query
processor. If there are other query forms in new information sources, wrapper must be re-written to the

corresponding form. In WHIPS system, query processor
sends the query by a view tree (which resembles relational algebra) (Wiener et al., 1996).
Wrappers need to be re-written not only for the different forms of information sources, but also for the
same type of sources (e.g., relational database) with
dierent interfaces or dierent degrees of supporting.
There are problems in how to divide wrapper into
modules, what function each component should be responsible for, how to communicate to another component, how to represent the result, and how to transform
the representation between the information source and
the data warehouse system.
In the past, a wrapper was emphasized in heterogeneous information sources and neglected to heterogeneous data warehouse systems. After dividing wrapper
into modules, we hope modules can be re-used not only
in heterogeneous information sources, but also in heterogeneous data warehouse systems to reduce the cost.
By changing some parts of the wrapper, we can re-use
wrapper/monitor to a new information source or a new
data warehouse system.
This paper focuses on how the modularized design is
applied on a wrapper, and discusses how to solve the
mismatch between the query processor and the information source.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we overview the related work. In Section 3, we
propose the architecture and modules for designing a
wrapper/monitor. We show some examples in Section 4
and conclude in Section 5.
2. Related work
The goal of WHIPS (Hammer et al., 1995) is to develop algorithms and tools for the ecient collection
and integration of information from heterogeneous and
autonomous sources, including legacy sources. There
are three main components in WHIPS architecture: data
warehouse, integrator, and monitor/wrapper.
Data warehouse stores integrated information available for applications. The concept in data warehouse
system is to retrieve, and process relevant information
before queries sent by applications. When queries arrive
at the data warehouse, we can check whether this query
is associated with those information in data warehouse
or not. We can directly use the stored information,
available for the query, without extra eort to process
the query. The data warehouse in the WHIPS architecture may be any relational database (Wiener et al.,
1996). The data warehouse in WHIPS also stores metadata of view de®nitions in the internal format. The
warehouse-wrapper insulates other data warehouse
system components from the data warehouse, so we can
use dierent kinds of database system.
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Integrator receives update noti®cation sent by monitor. If this update aects integrated information in the
data warehouse, integrator must take appropriate actions, including retrieving more information from information sources. The detail modules of data
integration component in Hammer et al. (1995) contain
view manager modules, a query processor module, and
an integrator module (Wiener et al., 1996). A view
manager module is responsible for maintaining its view.
We can use dierent maintaining algorithms to achieve
dierent degrees of consistency in individual cases. In
WHIPS architecture, view managers can maintain different degrees of consistency by dierent algorithms
(Zhuge et al., 1995). The query processor module distributes the query, whose irrelevances have been pruned
o, to wrappers. Query processor will integrate the results of each individual queries into a global query result. The main role of the integrator module is to
facilitate view maintenance. The integrator judges
whether an update sent by a monitor is relevant to a
view or not. If necessary, the update will pass to the view
managers being interested in that modi®cation.
Monitor component detects the modi®cation applied
to the information source. These modi®cations will be
passed to integrator module. Wrapper component
translates queries propounded by query processor from
internal representation used by data warehouse system
to native query language used by information sources.
The goal of the TSIMMIS (Chawathe et al., 1994)
project is to develop tools that facilitate the rapid integration of heterogeneous information sources that may
include both structured and unstructured data. TSIMMIS project uses a common information model object
exchange model (OEM) to represent the underlying data.
OEM retains the simplicity of relational model while
allowing the ¯exibility of object-oriented models (Papakonstantinou et al., 1995). Translator in TSIMMIS
converts the query language in OEM into the native
query language, and converts the results into OEM.
Mediator speci®cation language (MSL) can be seen as a
view de®nition language that is targeted to the OEM
data model and the functionality needed for integrating
heterogeneous source. Therefore, MSL allows the declarative speci®cation of mediators in TSIMMIS (Papakonstantinou et al., 1996).
University of Maryland has proposed an architecture
of an interoperability module (IM) to process queries on
heterogeneous databases (Chang, 1994; Chang et al.,
1994; Hammer et al., 1997). Query transformation can
be made by using an F-logic to express the mapping
information among dierent schemata. The IM resolves
the con¯icts among dierent databases by two kinds of
parameterized canonical representations (CR). Chang
(1994) proposed two kinds of parameterized canonical
form to resolve two kinds of heterogeneity, query language and dierent schema, respectively. The ®rst CR
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resolves the heterogeneity caused by dierent query
languages. We can extract and represent query semantics by the ®rst CR form. The second CR serves the
mapping among dierent schemata by corresponding
algorithms. The mapping information will be stored in
the global knowledge dictionary. When a query transformation is performed, IM can retrieve mapping information from that dictionary.
For some non-cooperative information sources, we
need to detect modi®cations by periodically comparing
snapshots. Labio and Garcia-Molina (1996) proposed a
Window Algorithm to solve the snapshot dierential
problem. Although window snapshot algorithm reduces
a lot of cost, this is still an expensive operation to
compare two huge snapshots.
Ashish and Knoblock (1977) provides database-like
querying for semi-structured WWW sources by building
wrappers around these sources. Gruser et al. (1998)
presents technology to de®ne and (automatically) generate wrappers for web accessible sources. However,
these approaches focus on the semi-structured web data,
which dier from our information sources based on the
databases. The CQ project aims at developing a scalable
toolkit and techniques for an update monitoring and
event-driven information delivery on the net (Liu et al.,
1998). Liu et al. (1998) is just adequate for queriable
information source (Widom, 1995).
3. System design and implementation
The concept of this paper is to reduce the onerous job
when we encounter to develop a wrapper/monitor. Our
wrapper/monitor has the following advantages.
Reduce developing time. We propose a modularized
design to solve the variable problem of information
sources or query processors. When the information
source or the protocol between wrapper and query
processor is changed, wrapper can be made ready
quickly to work by interchanging the modules.
Re-use the code. Most of codes can be re-used when
we design a wrapper. This situation is especially obvious
when information sources have the same data model.
We want to increase the ratio of code-reuse by modularized design and object-oriented technology.
Increase the portability. Information source may reside on many types of platforms, therefore we should
take the portability into account. For example, PostgreSQL may be run on FreeBSD or Solaris; if we can reuse the codes, the developing time will be slashed.
3.1. System architecture
3.1.1. Functions of each module
We ®rst brie¯y describe functions of each module in
our system architecture shown in Fig. 1. Driver is
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Fig. 1. System architecture.

responsible for retrieving data requested by other
modules. Converter resolves the representation con¯icts
among the information source and wrapper/monitor.
Modi®cation retriever detects the changes in information
source and propagates the messages to notify integrator.
Packager transforms data from internal form into the
form recognizable by integrator. Translator resolves the
schema con¯icts between the information sources and
the integrator.
3.1.2. The Interaction between monitor/wrapper and
integrator
System initialization. We initialize each wrapper of
information sources when the integrator is started
(Fig. 2(a)). Wrapper will start up the monitors which
belong to the information source (Fig. 2(b)). The
wrapper noti®es the integrator what relations it handles,
and monitors send the corresponding relation schema to
the integrator. All schema information will be registered
at integrator (Fig. 2(c)). Finally, monitor module checks

the update message. If monitor ®nds any update, it will
notify the integrator (Fig. 2(d)).
Periodically update detection. In our approach, updates will be stored until a modi®cation retriever module
detects these changes. The period can be determined by
the administrator of data warehouse systems.
Every update will be stored in a table before it is sent
(Fig. 3(a)). Administrator can set the period determined
by the update frequency. At the stated intervals, monitor sends the updates to the integrator (Fig. 3(b)) and
cleans the table (Fig. 3(c)).
Then, when another update applied on the relation
(Fig. 3(d)), the update will be recorded in the table
(Fig. 3(e)). The update will be sent to the integrator at
the next predetermined time (Fig. 3(f)).
Query arrived at wrapper. When a query arrived at the
wrapper component, the wrapper ®rst noti®es the
monitor to detect the updates (Fig. 4(a)). The monitor
detects the modi®cations from the information source
(Fig. 4(b)) and sends the updates to the integrator

Fig. 2. System initialization.
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Fig. 3. Periodically update detection in Oracle.

Fig. 4. Query arrived at wrapper.

(Fig. 4(c)). Wrapper does not send the query to the information source until the update detection completes.
When monitor completes its detection, it will notify
the wrapper to continue the query (Fig. 4(d)). Then,
wrapper sends the query to information source and gets
the results (Fig. 4(e)). Finally, the results will be sent to
the integrator (Fig. 4(f)).
3.2. The design of each module
In this subsection, we introduce a design of each
module in system architecture.
3.2.1. Packager
Internal data type used by wrappers and monitors is
de®ned for eciency or simplicity, but the type may
dier from the type used between the integrator and
packager. Packager module is responsible for trans-

forming internal data type into one that an integrator
can recognize.
For example, if the information source is a relational
database, modi®cation retriever module may detect an
update tuple containing a CHAR type attribute. The CHAR
attribute, represented as character type in internal
type, could be represented as an attribute of an object in
integrator. Packager module is like the packager in
wrapper of TSIMMIS (Papakonstantinou et al., 1995),
which is responsible for transforming data into OEM
objects.
3.2.2. Modi®cation retriever
Each modi®cation retriever listens to its information
source. Any change on the information source must be
detected by the modi®cation module. The modi®cation
retriever module can retrieve data from converter, ®lter
the interested data, then ask the packager to propagate
these data to integrator.
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If the information source provides sucient support,
it will reduce a lot of time to develop the module. When
the module works with a non-cooperative information
source, it can use other detecting methods to achieve
update detection. There are three general update approaches (Zhuge et al., 1995):
Immediate update. The update that occurred in information source will be propagated immediately.
Deferred update. The update that is propagated when
a query is arrived.
Periodic update. The update that is propagated periodically.
Our approach is the combination of a deferred update and a periodic update.
3.2.3. Translator
Translator module provides mappings of query language and schema between the integrator and an information source. Among heterogeneous systems, the
main job is to code the translator module when a
wrapper is developed. A translator module may provide
a dierent scene, which diers from the information
source. It means that we can provide the integrator with
a dierent data model or a dierent schema. If the integrator uses the same data model and query language
of the information source, the translator module is just
responsible for extracting the semantic of the query. In
homogeneous environment, we can even degrade this
module from translating to forwarding a query.
3.2.4. Converter
Converter module resolves con¯icts in data representation. For example, we may use dierent representations of the same DATE data in databases, e.g.,
`1975-03-19', so the module takes responsibility of
transforming into the same style that the integrator has,
e.g., `19-MAR-75'. Converter serves not only the
wrapper but also the monitor, because the detected
information also needs to be transformed to the style
belonging to the integrator.
3.2.5. Driver
Driver module processes the query forwarded by the
converter module. Driver module should be provided by
an information source vendor, or be coded by the programmer in the worse case. The interface of a database
driver tends to be uni®ed or use multi-tier architecture.
This makes it easier to develop a Converter module
quickly.
3.2.6. Miscellaneous modules
The Toolkit uses a description ®le, which describes
the schema of the information source, to generate the
corresponding monitor. We can rapidly develop a
monitor by using the toolkit. For dierent information

sources, we should develop corresponding toolkits to
match the demands.
Metadata provides the processing information about
the information source to execute query, to transform
data and to retrieve data. It may be embedded in the
code of each module.
3.3. Implementation of the tool and its environment
The whole system is implemented by Java Language.
Java gives bene®ts when we code the wrapper/monitor,
but it also has drawbacks. The main bene®t of Java is its
portability. Once we compile the code, the compiled
code can be run everywhere. It will obviously reduce the
developing time. During the implementation, this characteristic lets us transfer our programs to other platforms without re-compiling our source code. The main
drawback is its speed because the Java program is interpreted by Java Virtual Machine. The eciency may
be solved by `just-in-time' compiler.
We distribute the Java-to-Java applications by remote
method invocation (RMI). Java program can call methods of remote objects once it gets the reference to the
remote object. It is much simpler to communicate with
objects in other sites. In the WHIPS, they use CORBA
(ILU) to hide the low-level communication. RMI can
achieve the same goal but it is simple when we use Java
language. By the way, Java also provides an IDL to
support CORBA.
Java database connectivity (JDBC) is an access interface of relational databases. It provides a uniform
way to access dierent relational databases by Java.
Because of the uni®ed interface, it is much simpler to
develop a wrapper/monitor. JDBC uses objects to send
query and retrieve data. We can re-write related classes
to intercept the result set and apply operations to it.
BYACC/Java is a YACC-compatible parser generator. The BYACC can generate Java source codes
available for us to develop a translator module. The
JLex utility is based upon the Lex. The input ®le resembles what is accepted by Lex. JLex takes this input
®le and generates the source code of a lexical analyzer.
In this paper, we use two database systems, PostgreSQL and Oracle, as the information sources when we
implement our system. In the early time of our implementation, we use PostgreSQL 6.2 and Oracle7 on Solaris. We use PostgreSQL 6.3 on FreeBSD and Oracle8
on Solaris later in our implementation. These changes
are easily overcome because we use Java to implement
our system.
3.4. Detailed implementation of each module
3.4.1. Driver module
We use the JDBC driver provided by DBMS vendors
as the driver module. The JDBC driver uses SQL as the
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query language, and the result set can be retrieved by a
cursor. JDBC also supports the transactions. So the
ACID requirement can be achieved by JDBC drivers.
3.4.2. Converter module
The main job of converter module in our approach is
to resolve the con¯icts in data representation. The
converter module provides an interface like JDBC. If
integrator use a relational schema, it can directly communicate with converter module without the translator
module.
When a query arrived at converter module, we use a
parser to ®nd the con¯icts and between dierent data
formats and convert them to one that information
source has. Then the translated query will be sent to
driver module.
A ResultSet maintains a cursor pointing to its current row of result data. Because the query result is retrieved through the ResultSet class, we can intercept
the retrieving action by re-writing the ResultSet class.
For every con¯icting type, we also write a corresponding
class to resolve the con¯icts. Once the result is retrieved
through the ResultSet, our converter will convert the
data representation.
We provide the same interface as translator module,
so integrator can directly communicate with convert.
3.4.3. Packager module
The packager module in our approach is responsible
for translating the internal data into strings. The data
between the integrator component and package module
is communicated through string.
The reason to use a string as a data type is simple
because the integrator component can directly form a
query by using these strings and transform them into
another type. The actual type of the result can be looked
up in the metadata registered by the monitor.
Besides, each object has toString() method in Java,
so the transformation can be directly applied on every
object. We can also de®ne our class type, which uses the
same method or overrides the method, to support new
data types.
3.4.4. Modi®cation retriever module
In our approach, we combine the deferred update and
periodic update to maintain the view consistency. It
means we detect updates periodically or when a query
sent to wrapper. The period can be adjusted by administrator of data warehouse system.
For cooperative information sources, such as Oracle,
we use triggers to detect the modi®cation in the information source. We record these information in another
table, and periodically retrieve data from this table.
Thus, we can use these information to notify integrator.
For non-cooperative information sources, such as
PostgreSQL, we use a snapshot algorithm to retrieve the
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modi®cation. We duplicate a copy of original table, and
periodically compare two tables. The snapshot algorithm is undoubtedly inecient, but we may have no
other choice in some cases.
As a result of the Strobe algorithm (Zhuge et al.,
1996), modi®cations are reported as INSERT or DELETE.
All contents are reported as strings by the packager
module. The update action is represented as the delete±
insert pair.
In our approach, the source code of this module is
generated by the toolkit module.
3.4.5. Toolkit module
If there are a lot of tables in one database, it will be
very helpful to use a toolkit to generate the modi®cation
retriever module. It will be painful to re-write the similar
code many times.
Since the monitor should send the metadata to an
integrator, we must get the information from either the
information source or the administrator of the data
warehouse. The metadata contains name of the relation,
key information and type information. If the converter
module takes care of some types, we must provide the
converting information.
This module takes the description ®le and generates
the corresponding source code of the modi®cation retriever module. The input ®le describes the relational
name, attributes, types, primary key attributes, and internal types. The description ®le can be generated by any
text editor or by our toolkit interface (Fig. 5(a)).
The upper window of Fig. 5 displays the situation
when we choose a relation in the menu on upper left
corner. After we speci®ed the relation, the toolkit interface retrieves the metadata from the information
source and displays the default types (Fig. 5(b)).
Then, we select the key attributes and adjust the
database types to appropriate ones (Fig. 5(c)). In
general, we do not have to modify the `Java types' and
`JDBC types'. If there exist some types, we want to
convert, e.g., DATE type, we can re-write the Java types
or JDBC types and provide the corresponding classes.
When we re-write the Java types and JDBC types,
the modi®cation retriever module will invoke the
corresponding getType() method provided by the
converter.
After generating the description ®le, we can create a
monitor by the description ®le. Our toolkit generates the
monitor component and the modi®cation retriever
module. In our approach, we can save much eort when
we develop the monitors in information sources with
vast amount relations.
When the information source changes, we can modify
the description ®le and generate modi®cation retriever
quickly. In dierent information sources, we must develop corresponding toolkits to meet the dierent
demands.
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Fig. 5. Toolkit interface.

3.4.6. Translator module
Translator resolves the con¯icts of query language
and schema between the integrator and the information
source. In our approach, we provide a relational schema
to the integrator component. Therefore, we should map
the schema between the underlying information source
and the integrator.
Oracle8 is an object-relational database system.
When we use Oracle8 as one of the information source,
we must provide some mappings. In the following, we
introduce these mappings. The direction of the mapping
is from the translator to the integrator.
3.4.6.1. OID. We map an OID into a primary key. We
need to identify the primary key to satisfy the demand of
Strobe algorithm (Fig. 6). Oracle8 can oer an oid for

Fig. 6. Mapping between primary key and OID.
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each object, so we can directly use oid as the primary
key.
To retrieve the primary key using the project operation is meaningless because the primary keys are OIDs.
Once OID appears in query string, it has special
meanings that will be discussed later.
3.4.6.2. CLASS. We map the class into a relation. An
integrator will see the relation we provide. When the
integrator retrieves data from the relation, we map it to
retrieve data from a class (Fig. 7).
A leaf-level attribute is either a built-in type or a
collection type. The leaf-level attributes which are not
collection types are called the leaf-level scalar attributes
of the object type. A leaf-level scalar attribute will be
mapped into an attribute of a relation. A collection type
attribute will be discussed below.
REF is an oid referencing to another object. REFs
will be mapped into foreign keys that refer to primary
keys, i.e., OIDs.
Querying on leaf-level scalar attributes result in returning the attributes. There is an assumption that query
results will not contain the REFs. It is meaningless to
query a foreign key made by an OID.

Fig. 8. Mapping between set and another relation.

3.4.6.3. Set. We map the set into another table. There are
two kinds of collection types, nested tables and VARRAYs. We just handle the nested table. We map the
nested table into another relation, which has a foreign
key referencing to the original relation (Fig. 8).
When queries are applied on the mapped relation, we
can translate them into the native form.
3.4.6.4. Relationship. Association. We map references
into foreign keys. As discussed above, the REF will be
mapped into a join between two relations.
Nested attribute. We map the nested attributes into
another relation.

Fig. 9. Mapping between nested attribute and another relation.

We map the column object (nested attribute) into a
foreign key which refers to an instance of the additional
relation (Fig. 9).
Querying on the additional relation will result in
translating the query.

4. Examples
4.1. Construction of information source

Fig. 7. Mapping between relation and class.

In this section, we construct an information source
based on a modi®ed PDM system in Chang and Trappey (1996) (Fig. 10). The database uses a new ballpoint
pen project to demonstrate the PDM system execution
procedure. We assume relations in the database are
distributed to two sites, Oracle and PostgreSQL, and the
integrator uses the dialect of Oracle. We brie¯y describe
the relations used instead of introducing the whole
database.
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Fig. 10. PDM schema.

1. JOB. The relation JOB records every sta's responsible works and his work status. If project leader assigns some works, the works will be recorded in this
relation. The responsible person can access this table
to know what the works should do. The JOB relation
resides on the Oracle.
2. EC. The relation EC contains the engineering change
request data, including applicant, title, content,
belongs to which project, aect item, apply date,
approver, apply result and executive result. The EC
relation resides on the PostgreSQL.
4.1.1. Wrapper
In this PDM example, we use relational data model.
So, SQL can be directly sent to underlying database
system. The most serious problem when we develop a
wrapper in PDM schema is the data representation
con¯ict.

Oracle. Since the integrator uses the same dialect, the
wrapper only forwards the query string to the converter
module. And this string can be handled by JDBC directly. In contrast to PostgreSQL, the development of
wrapper component in Oracle seems to be more
straightforward.
PostgreSQL. The main dierence between PostgreSQL-wrapper and Oracle-wrapper is the data representation in query strings. The style used by integrator
in Oracle needs to be translated into what is used in
PostgreSQL.
We write a parser to translate the query string.
Therefore, the date string will be replaced before sending
the SQL to PostgreSQL.
4.1.2. Monitor
As we see in Section 3, we use the toolkit to generate
the monitor components in both DBMSs. We use the
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JOB relation in PDM schema to show how we generate
the monitor. The description ®le generated by our
toolkit interface is given below.
JOB
01
PERSON_NO Int int NUMBER(7)
PROJECT_NO Int int NUMBER(7)
CONTENT String String VARCHAR2(20)
START_DATE MyDate MyDate DATE
END_DATE MyDate MyDate DATE
RESULT String String VARCHAR2(20)
When the monitor component registers its information
at the integrator, it will send metadata to integrator. The
®rst line is the relation name; the second line is the keys
of this relation. The remaining lines are the attributes of
this relation. The ®rst column is attribute name; the
second column is JDBC type; the third column is internal type which can be handled by Java. The last
column is the type reported to integrator. These information let our toolkit to generate the corresponding
monitor component.
Oracle. Since Oracle is a cooperative information
source, we can create triggers to record the changes.
Therefore, we create triggers and an additional table for
each relation.
For example, we record the updates of JOB table in
JOB_UPDATE table:
SQL> describe JOB_UPDATE
Name
-----------------SQ
TYPE
PERSON_NO
PROJECT_NO
CONTENT
START_DATE
END_DATE
RESULT

Null?
--------

Type
-----------------NUMBER(8)
NUMBER(2)
NUMBER(7)
NUMBER(7)
VARCHAR2(20)
DATE
DATE
VARCHAR2(20)
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The SQ is a sequence number, we can sort the updates by
this attribute, and TYPE records event type (delete or
insert).
PostgreSQL. Unlike Oracle, PostgreSQL 6.2 does not
provide the noti®cation service. Therefore, we use a
snapshot algorithm to detect the updates. We create a
table to store the snapshot, then periodically compare
them.
4.1.3. Generating monitors with a toolkit
In our PDM example database, we brie¯y show how
much eort we saved in Table 1. The description ®le can
be created by our toolkit interface, then our toolkit will
process the ®le and generate the monitor component.
This means that the users can generate monitors without
any additional coding when they use our toolkit interface.
For example, we use the JOB relation in PDM
schema to show how we generate the monitor. The description ®le generate by our toolkit interface is given in
(B). Our toolkit then processes the description ®le and
generates the monitor source code. The user uses the
Java compiler to compile the source code. The corresponding monitor(a Java application) is generated.
The approach we use to generate the monitor source
code is like that of macro processor in assembler. We get
the information from the description ®le and put it into
the appropriate place in the source code. Fig. 11 shows
the dierent steps of generating a monitor for a relation.
As we see in Table 1, there are totally 1942 lines in six
monitors on the PostgreSQL, while 1322 lines in 15
monitors on the Oracle. In the example, we can save
about 80% eort to code our monitors (1322 lines) by
the toolkit (200 lines) on Oracle. We can also save about
65% eort to code our monitors (1942 lines) by the
toolkit (629 lines) on PostgreSQL.
Unlike C/C++ programming language, Java does not
provide a preprocessor or template features, so we must
develop a toolkit module to simplify the development of
monitors. The toolkit module plays the role of preprocessor in C/C++ programming language.

Table 1
Generating monitors with a toolkit
Oracle
PostgreSQL

Toolkit ®le (lines)

Tables

Generated ®les (lines)

Description ®les (lines)

200
629

15
6

1322
1942

107
41

Fig. 11. Steps of generating a monitor.
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There are two situations in which we can save the
eort to develop a monitor by toolkit: vast amount tables and non-cooperative information sources.
The average size of a monitor is usually shorter than
the toolkit module, once there are few tables in the
database, the cost is even higher when we develop a
toolkit. The more tables on a information source, the
more bene®t we can acquire. In our PDM example,
Oracle database is a good paradigm of this situation.
Coding a monitor on a non-cooperative information
source (PostgreSQL) is more complex than on a cooperative one (Oracle). By our toolkit, all the details
of a monitor can be hidden when users develop their
monitors.
The toolkit is also adequate to the situation when the
schema may be changed.
4.2. Query on the object-relational DBMS
In this subsection, we show how translator module
processes the SQL over an object-relational database,
Oracle8. As we see in Section 3, there are con¯icts between the integrator and the database. Integrator sends
the pure relational query to the translator module, but
the Oracle8 may use additional features which the query
cannot handle.
Therefore, we provide pseudo-tables for the integrator so that the semantic of the SQL applied on these
tables can be easily retrieved.
4.2.1. The schema
The database contains four types: employee, department, location and phone type (Fig. 12).
Employee type. dept refers to the department object,
which employee works in; supv refers to the supervisor
object of employee type; position is a nested attribute,

contains building and city attributes; phone is a set of
phone type.
Department type. mgr refers to the manager object of
employee type.
Location type. This type can hold oce-information
for employees.
Phone type. The phone attribute is the phone number
of an employee.
4.2.2. Queries sent by integrator
Since the integrator uses relational schema, we map
the object-relational schema into relational one
(Fig. 12). Queries based on relational model will be
translated into what can be processd by the information
source, which uses an object-relational model. By
mapping the schema and translating the query, we
provide pseudo-tables and ability to use the SQL language which acts on these tables.
We use an example to demonstrate the processing of
a query between integrator and information source. In
this example, the integrator uses a relational model and
the information source uses an object-relational data
model. The sample database of an information source is
shown in Fig. 13.
When integrator sends a query:
SELECT x.phone,c.name, b.name
FROM phone x, employee a, department b, employee c, location d
WHERE a.position_fk  d.oid and d.city 
`Taipei'
and a.dept_fk  b.oid and b.oid 
c.dept_fk
and c.oid  x.fk
In this query, we retrieve employees whose oce is located in Taipei. We retrieve the phone numbers and the

Fig. 12. Mapping schema.
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Fig. 13. Database instance based on the schema in Fig. 12.

name of employees who work in the same department.
This query will be translated by the wrapper. Then, the
wrapper sends the translated query to the information
source. Finally, the result will be sent back to the integrator.
The results of the query are given below.
Result:
422-7151
Dream
Research
Result:
490-7243
Dream
Research
Result:
080-422-110
peter
Research
From the results above, we ®nd peter's (id5 ) oce is in
Taipei (id13 ) and he works in Research (id6 ) department. The other employee working in Research
department is Dream (id2 ). Now, all the phone numbers
of peter and Dream will be retrieved.
4.2.3. Directly communicate with converter module
If an integrator and an information source use the
same data model, the communication between them is
straightforward and the translator module can be
skipped. In this situation, the integrator can directly

communicate with converter module. For this reason,
the translator module and the converter module inherits
the same interface.
For example, if the integrator can handle the additional features of Oracle8, query can be delivered to
converter module directly. We use another example to
show how to achieve it.
Consider the following query based on the relational model, and the query will be sent to translator
module.
SELECT a.name, b.name
FROM employee a, department b
WHERE a.oid  b.mgr_fk
The query results are shown as follows:
Result:
Dream
Research
Result:
ykhuang
Sale
Result:
jye
Manufacture
The equivalent query of an information source based on
object-relational model is as follows:
SELECT b.mgr.name, b.name
FROM department b
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Fig. 14. Communicate with converter module.

The query is then sent to converter directly. That is, the
integrator can directly communicate with the converter
module and skip the translator module if integrator and
the information source use the same version of database,
e.g., Oracle8 (Fig. 14). We use the JDBC Drvier for
Oracle7 now, so only a subset of the new features in
Oracle8 can be provided via the converter module.

5. Conclusions and future works
In this paper, we ®rst describe a modularized design
for the wrapper/monitor in relational databases. We also
show the architecture and functions of each module.
Because we use Java to develop our system, a large part
of code can be easily ported to another platform without
re-compiling. We demonstrate how a monitor component works on a non-cooperative information source as
correctly as a cooperative one. Besides the snapshot algorithm (Labio and Garcia-Molina, 1996), there are still
other solutions to solve this problem. We create monitors and a wrapper for each site; every monitor is generated by the corresponding toolkit, which reduces a lot
of onerous jobs. These components communicate with
database via JDBC drivers. If a DBMS vendor does not
provide the driver, we can write it by Java native interface (JNI), however this may reduce the feature of
portability.
Next, we use several examples to show the ¯ows of
message passing when a system is initialized, update
occured and query arrived. Because we use database as
the information sources, we can use transactions to
maintain the order among updates and queries. The
sequence number will be sent to the integrator component, so integrator can determine whether an event is
earlier than the others.

Finally, we demonstrate how a translator module
works with integrator. An integrator can also communicate with the converter module directly, because both
modules use the same interface.
Future work on our architecture includes developing
monitors and toolkit on heterogeneous environments,
designing a uniform interface between packager module
and integrator component, enhancing the query capability and increasing the performance of our system. Our
monitors can be run on relational databases only.
Monitors on pseudo-tables are not ready in our approach, but this mapping job is similar to what translator does. In this paper, we just use toString()
method to forward Strings to integrator. We can de®ne
an interface containing uniform methods. Every class
returned to integrator will implement these methods.
The packager module can invoke these methods to
transform the representation; it will be easier to transform the data by this way. We just map a subset of the
capability of Oracle8. The translator module can be
easily extended by BYACC/Java and JLex, but the underlying driver should provide more support.
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